
THE HUMAN EARTH


The prototype to every human form are Seven Heavens from the Earth to Pluto

Through the intercession of seven continents and three oceans form an embryo

The seven limbs of the body made from two arms, two legs, sex, head and torso

depicted in the formation of the Earth’s design in the seven colors of the rainbow.


Eurasia comprises the shoulders and chest portrayed in our terrestrial anatomy

England and Japan are the hands from arms yet submerged in embryonic  sea

Africa the right leg, South America the left while Canada is the expansive back 

Leaving America, Earth’s buttocks with the Mississippi River dividing the crack.


Ovaries depicted in Australia and New Zealand since Earth is a patient mother,

Middle East is her sex, a small opening in Gibraltar leading to succulent waters

Land of Israel is place of terrestrial conception desired by all without exception. 

Egypt is the place of birth where the waters broke delivering the Jewish nation.


New Orleans is the anus of the world, just go to the French Quarters and smell

At four in the morning breathing in the scent of every human endeavor expelled

Seat to power is relegated to the ass where President Excrement has amassed 

A whole lot of shit to unload on unsuspecting foes for intentionally passing gas


Earth’s anus is New Orleans but an arrogant asshole with his large farting mouth

our piece of shit president along with his excrement occupying the White House.

Washington is full of assholes feeding from the trough with the pigs and the hogs

America’s capitol is an ugly display of a government out of control, demagogues.

 

The world is a large person being led from behind by a fat and ugly grim reaper.

An asshole liar, a thief, a denier, doing political theatre as an illegitimate leader.

A fat ass to bot in the next election; a country achieves a well needed correction.

Because, without much objection America’s intention is to be a beautiful nation.


Treating neighbors with friendly aplomb while having no fear of wars and bombs.

Pursuing justice and peace, while sitting with nations in mutual respect and calm.

A privilege to be an American, fashioned from refugee children, fathers and moms

In this beautiful world fashioned by the Creator, America stands a country of alms.


What right does this white marauder, speaking louder from anger and arrogance

The President's arguments not to cough up all the documents about emoluments,

Reports of his own disorder; the man in the White House is a filthy fucking whore

Taking children from their mothers at the border, inflicting misery to obtain order.


Our planet is obviously sick, reeking foul air polluted waters erratic temperature

Reeling we spin into oblivion, killing Earth and her inhabitants, leaving no future.

The rich in their fortresses let the rest die, Earth is not big enough for wise guys.

Next generation will inherit dirt, not Earth; food becomes scarce as oceans rise.


Buttocks at best, America should lead from the rear, refuge to shit hole countries

Desperate people, desperate situations, suffering long trek but having aspiration.

Missing the point of creation, the purpose of our nation, life is not about winning.

The greatest human trait is found in having compassion, anything else is sinning.


Those who wish to love God the Creator, take heed from the learned and wise

Love what God loves, the land of plants and animals where human beings strive.


